
 
2020 TMSOD Competition Make-Up & Hair 

 
All competition students are required to purchase the required make-up on their 

own. 
***All students must bring their company makeup to be checked (including 

eyelashes) at dress rehearsal.  They should also be wearing FULL makeup at dress 
rehearsal.   

 
   ***Premier dancers will not be wearing eyelashes. 

 
• Foundation/Cover-Up	

Any brand – to match skin tone 
 
 

• Powder/Bronzer	
Any	brand	–	to	match	skin	tone	
	
	

• Mascara		
Black Waterproof – Any brand 
 
 

• Eyelash	Glue		
Any Type 
 
 

• Eyelashes			(Eyelashes	will	be	worn	by	the	Elite	&	Intermediate	dancers)		
REQUIRED	–	KISS	LOOKS	SO	NATURAL	LASH		“FLIRTY”		
	
	

• Blush	
Revlon	Powder	Blush	-	Style	#003	Mauvelous	
	
	

• Lipcolor	
												REQUIRED	-	Revlon	Colorstay	Overtime	(includes	gloss)	
	 Forever	Scarlet	
	 Style	#040		
					
	

• Eyeliner	
	 Any	“jet/ultra/very”	black	eyeliner	
	 NO	dry	pencil	
	
	

• Eye	shadow	
REQUIRED	-	Maybelline	New	York	“The	Nudes”	Wear	Eyeshadow	Palette	
 

We will be using 4 specific colors from this palette. Please purchase “The Nudes” and NOT 
 “Blush Nudes” or “24-karat Nudes”  



 

2020 TMSOD Competition Make Up Instructions 

Below you will find step-by-step instructions on how to apply competition make-up. 
Things you need to get started: 

Eyeshadow palette & brushes Eyeliner  Mascara 

Eyelashes Eyelash glue Foundation 

Powder Lipstick Blush 

Eyelash curler *optional Bronzer *optional Lipcolor 

 
Step 1 - Foundation & Powder 
Even if a stage performer has flawless skin, they should wear foundation and powder. Stage lights 
make bare skin appear washed out. 
1. Apply foundation with a sponge over the entire face. Blend well onto the neck and all the way to the 

sides of the face. 
2. Blot powder on top. 
3. *Optional- Lightly apply bronzer to cheeks, forehead, nose and chin. Use a cotton ball to blend if 

there are any unnatural lines. 
 
Step 2 - Eye Shadow  
1.  Cover the entire eyelid and brow bone with the lightest shade of brown. 
2.  Using the medium shade of brown, apply the shadow to the crease of the eyelid. 
3.  Be sure to blend the line where the two shadows meet. 
4.  Using the darkest brown, apply the shadow to the outer corner of the eyelid upward towards the 

eyebrow. 
5.  Lightly blend shadow lines. 
6.  White eye shadow is used to highlight and accent the eyes. It should be applied above the brown 

shadows, closest to the eyebrows, as well as on the inner corner of the eyelid near the tear duct. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1 & 2- White  (2 should be a little less subtle) 
3  - Medium Brown 4  - Light Brown            5 - Dark 
Brown 
“Blend” area is where eye shadows should be blended.  
The blended shadows should meet the white without a definite 
line. 

1 & 2 

4 

5 

3 



 
 
 
Finished/Blended Product 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 3 - Eye Liner & Mascara 
1. Apply a nice even line across the upper and lower lash line. 
2. The lower line should be thinner and swept up and out to a point. Be sure to pull the skin tight before 

bringing the eyeliner to a point. 
3.  Apply one coat of black mascara to the upper and lower lashes before applying fake eyelashes. 
4.  *Optional- Curling natural eyelashes (with an eyelash curler) aids in the application of fake 

eyelashes. The goal is to make both (natural and fake) lashes look like they are one.  
 
Step 4 - Eyelashes 
1.  Kiss Looks So Natural Lash “FLIRTY” 
2.  Measure eyelashes to make sure it fits eye and is not too long horizontally. If necessary, cut a few 

lashes off of the end with the longer lashes so that it fits the eyelid. 
3.  Apply a line of glue to fake eyelashes. When applying lashes to the eye, keep eye closed and make 

sure the longer lash side is on the outer part of the eye. 
*  Glue may look messy at first, but it will dry clear. 
*  Do not reuse a pair of fake eyelashes more than 2-3 times. 
4. You can apply a light coat of mascara and curl the natural and false lashes together at this point. This 
will help make the lashes look more natural. 
5. Use eyeliner and apply to the lash line again, over the fake eyelashes, creating a nice finish. 

Step 5 - Blush 

1. Apply blush in an upward motion along the cheekbone. Remember that it may look bright under 
regular lights but barely show up under stage lights. 

 
Step 6 - Lipcolor  
1.  Apply lipcolor over lips. 
2.  Allow to dry and apply another coat if needed, blot.  
3. Allow color to dry completely and apply gloss over top of color.  
 
 



 

 

2020 TMSOD Competition Hair Instructions 

WHAT YOU NEED: 

Brush or comb, sturdy hairpins, a hairnet that matches your hair color, elastic 
hairbands (the fabric ones are best) 

 

1.  Part hair 2 inches deep, centered over the left eye.  Wet hair is recommended.  Gel 
hair once it is parted.   

2.  Slick and secure into a low ponytail at the nape of the neck. 

3.  Wrap hair into a bun, securing with a hair tie and strong/durable hairpins (NOT 
bobbypins). 

4.   Place a hairnet over the bun and secure with hairpins.  Hairnet MUST be worn. 

5.  Hairspray!!  There should be no whispies and hair should look sleek and polished.   

***Remember, various hair pieces will be in and out throughout the day, so remember 
to apply hairspray liberally and often!  The idea is that the hairstyle will be able to last 
you a whole competition day, looking freshly done, even at the end of the night! 

 

 


